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Natural selection lab phet simulation answers

Name:___ (biol.co/2wolf2) access the simulation and explore the settings. Answer the following questions. 1. Some of the variables that you control over in simulation? 2. What happens to the bunny crowd if a friend is ever added? What happens when you add a friend? 3. What happens when you add food as a
selection agent? 4. What is the difference between the Arctic and eeva environments? 5. What is a genetic mutation? What are the three jumps you can add to your bunny crowd?   Test A - How is the fur color trait influenced by natural selection? Hypothesis: Natural selection will benefit attributes to complete the
following simulations to answer your experimental question. With what happened, I lowered the notes for each of them, adding a friend and leaping brown fur into the bunny crowd, let the experiment continue to conclude. Start over and add brown fur jumps (with friends) but add a wolf selection factor when their bunnies
start overcrowding. Let the experiment run until you have a clear idea of what's happening with rabbit and wolf populations. Change the settings so that you still have brown fur jumps, but this time remove the wolves and feed the selection agent. Let the experiment run until you have a clear idea of what's happening
inside the crowd. Reset and change settings so that you leap brown fur in an Arctic environment, using wolves as the agent of your choice. 6. Based on the four simulations you've been looking at, describing what happened to your population and answering the experimental question, consider what happens in both the
environment and what happens when there's no predator. Provide evidence of simulation to support your conclusions. Test B - How is the length of the tooth affected by natural selection? 7. Follow the instructions of test A, determine when long teeth provides an advantage to the bunny population. Run simulations in
different settings. Write down the answer to your experimental question and then provide evidence for your answer from the simulation. Claim (answer): Evidence (specific details and observations that support claims) reasoning (discussing why your evidence supports this claim, including biological principles as
arguments for the outcome) challenges testing 8. Using simulation, specify the conditions for when a long tail will be a compatibility. If you can't uncover this from the simulation, suggest any possible situation where long tails provide a selective advantage for bunnies and explain why it will be an advantage.   Analysis
after Lab 9. The evolution process of the four known factors, for each mentioned, describes how those factors are observed in simulation factors Results in the evolution of potential observations for a species to increase the number of portable genetic diversity competition to reproduce limited sources of organisms that
are better able to survive and reproduce    
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